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The second order symmetry operators that commute with the Dirac operator with external vector,
scalar and pseudo-scalar potentials are computed on a general two-dimensional spin-manifold. It
is shown that the operator is defined in terms of Killing vectors, valence two Killing tensors and
scalar fields defined on the background manifold. The commuting operator that arises from a non-
trivial Killing tensor is determined with respect to the associated system of Liouville coordinates
and compared to the the second order operator that arises from that obtained from the unique
separation scheme associated with such operators. It shown by the study of several examples that
the operators arising from these two approaches coincide.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The two-dimensional Dirac equation is currently of great interest due to the connections with graphene’s physics [24]
and other experimental studies [12]. It is known that the existence of multiplicatively separated solutions of the Dirac
equation Dψ = µψ in a given coordinate system and frame implies the additive separability in the same coordinates of
the geodesic Hamilton-Jacobi equation. The logical chain of implications works as follows: if the Dirac equation admits
multiplicatively separated solutions, then so does the squared Dirac equation; the highest-order terms of this equation
coincide with those of the Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆ acting on each component ψi of the solution. Indeed, it can be
shown [27, 34] that in this case the Helmholtz equation ∆ψ = µ2ψ must admit separable solutions. The multiplicative
separation of the last equation is possible only if the same coordinates allow the additive separation of the geodesic
Hamilton-Jacobi equation and the Ricci tensor is diagonalized in the same coordinates (Robertson condition)([4] and
references therein). There exists examples of separable Schro¨dinger equations whose corresponding Dirac equations
are not separable [16, 36]. Among the relevant steps towards a general theory we mention the works by Miller [27] and
Shapovalov and Ekle [29] where a theory of complete separation associated with first-order symmetry operators of the
Dirac operator is developed. Several contributions to the search for exact solutions of the Dirac equation in curved
spaces may be found in Bagrov and Gitman [2] and Cook [18]. In Shishkin [30, 31] and Shiskin et al. [1, 32, 33] an
algebraic procedure is developed to obtain separation relations for the solution of the Dirac equation. The definition
of separation used therein coincides essentially with our definition of ”naive separation” [26] in dimension two. It
seems that any definition of separation of variables in two dimensions would yield the same results. In [25] it is proved
that in Minkowski spaces all second-order symmetry operators of the Dirac operator (without external fields) can be
factorized into products of the first-order operators. It thus seemed that the problem of separation could be reduced
to separation associated only to first-order operators. Howewer, Fels and Kamran showed in [23] that this is not the
case. Indeed, even if a second-order symmetry operator can be factorized into first-order ones, these factors do not
represent all the possible ways to separate the Dirac equation, but only some of them. The existence of second-order
symmetry operators is therefore important. The separation constants that finally appear in the separated spinors
solution must be dynamical constants of the system, as also happens in the classical theory of separation for Hamilton-
Jacobi and Schro¨dinger equations. It seems that the only way to obtain such dynamical constants is as eigenvalues of
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2symmetry operators of the Dirac operator, again in analogy with the separation of Schro¨dinger equation. In [26] this
ansatz is employed for the separation of the Dirac equation in two-dimensional Riemannian manifolds. The separation
relations are used to build first- and second-order symmetry operators; they arise naturally from the decoupling of
the separation relations. It turns out that not all the separation relations lead to symmetry operators. Some of these
relations are connected only to second-order symmetry operators, in accordance with [23]. It also follows that at
least one of the variables is first-class, that is ignorable modulo rescalings. These results are extended and refined in
[22] and [9], where a complete characterization of first and second-order symmetry operators of the Dirac operator is
achieved in two-dimensional Riemannian and Lorentzian manifolds.
In the present paper we assume, as previously, that the Dirac equation is of eigenvalue-type, that is
Dψ = µψ.
Consequently, we consider separately the operator D, where the eigenvalue µ does not appear, and the above equation.
We make the same distinction between any second-order symmetry operator K and the eigenvalue-type equation
Kψ = νψ.
The distinction is mathematically relevant because, otherwise, we characterize D and K as operators depending on µ
and ν and consequently the eigenvalues are no longer free parameters labelling distinct solutions of the same Dirac
equation but become parameters determining distinct Dirac equations, each one with a family of solutions depending
on less parameters than the free case. The separation of variables that we consider here is called complete in [27, 34]
and depends on nm free parameters, where m is the dimension of the space of spinors, which is equal to equal to
two in our case, and n is the dimension of the configuration manifold. The separability property described above
[26] is characterized invariantly in terms of second-order differential operators constructed from valence-two Killing
tensors that commute with the Dirac operator and admit the separable solutions as eigenfunctions with the separable
constants as eigenvalues [9, 22]. In these works we obtain the most general second-order linear differential operator
that commutes with the Dirac operator on a general two-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian manifold. Further it is
shown that the operator is characterized in terms of Killing vectors and valence-two Killing tensors defined on the
background manifold. The derivation is manifestly covariant: the calculations are done in general orthonormal frame
independent of the choice of Dirac matrices.
The purpose of the present paper is to extend the results to the case when external vector, scalar and pseudo-scalar
potentials are included.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section II we summarize the basic properties of two-dimensional spin manifolds
required for subsequent calculations. Section III is devoted to the derivation of the form of the general second-order
linear differential operator which commutes with the Dirac operator, we show that this operator is characterized by
a valence two Killing tensor field, two Killing vector fields and two scalar fields defined on the background spin mani-
fold. In Sections IV and V we determine the forms of the non-trivial first-order and second-order symmetry operators
and we determine their integrability conditions in general coordinates. The Killing tensor characterizing second-order
symmetry operators implies the existence of a system of canonical orthogonal coordinates called Liouville coordinates,
in which the Killing tensor is diagonal. In Section VI we determine the coefficients of the non-trivial second-order
symmetry operator in this system of coordinates by solving the determining equations and their integrability condi-
tions. Section VII we apply to the present case the separability conditions determined in [26] for the uniqe separation
scheme associated with second-order symmetry operators. Several examples are studied and it is shown that the
second-order symmetry operator obtained agrees with that constructed in Section VI. The Conclusion is contained in
Section VIII.
II. SPIN MANIFOLDS
Let us consider a signature η = (r, s) for dimension m = r + s. Let us denote by ηab the corresponding canonical
symmetric tensor. By an abuse of language we shall also denote by η the determinant of the bilinear form ηab. A
representation of the Clifford algebra C(η) is induced by a set of Dirac matrices γa such that
γaγb + γbγa = 2ηabI (1)
with a, b, ... = 0, . . . ,m− 1.
We stress that we shall not fix a particular set of Dirac matrices until Section VII when we consider schemes for
separation of variables. Until then we shall use only the algebraic consequences of (1). The even Clifford algebra is
spanned by the following matrices, namely I, γa, γab := γ[aγb], . . . . The corresponding group Spin(η) is a multiplicative
3group in C(η). One can define a covering map ℓ : Spin(η)→ SO(η) by showing that for any element S of Spin(η) one
has SγaS
−1 = ℓbaγb with the matrix ℓ
b
a is in SO(η). We stress that until now we are at a purely algebraic level.
Let nowM be a connected, paracompact,m dimensional spin manifold . Let P →M be a suitable Spin(η)-principal
bundle, such that it allows global (principal) morphisms e : P → L(M) of the spin bundle P into the general frame
bundle L(M). The local expression of such maps is given by spin frames eµa ; see [20], [21]. Let e
a
µ denote the inverse
matrix of the spin frame eµa . A spin frame induces a metric gµν = e
a
µ ηab e
b
ν and a spin connection
Γabµ = e
a
α
(
Γαβµe
bβ + ∂µe
bα
)
(2)
where Γαβµ denotes the Levi-Civita connection of the induced metric gµν . We note that such a connection satisfies
∇µeνa = ∂µeνa+Γνλµeλa+Γbaµeνb = 0, and is antisymmetric in the upper indices [ab]. We also remark that Latin indices
are raised and lowered by the inner product ηab while Greek indices are raised and lowered by the induced metric gµν .
For subsequent use we introduce the frame covariant derivative ∇a := eµa∇µ.
If an electromagnetic field is allowed then a covariant potential Aµ(x) is to be considered. The electromagnetic field
Aµ is a principal connection on a suitable U(1)-bundle Q. In this setting the spinor fields ψ are sections of a bundle
Σ associated to P ×M Q. The field strength of the electromagnetic field will be defined as
Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ Fab = eµaeνbFµν (3)
If a (matrix) potential is allowed it will be denoted by a function V(x). Of course, the mass is a particular case of
scalar potential and can be merged into the potential function V = m2I.
The Dirac equation then has the form
Dψ = iγaDaψ −V(x)ψ = 0, (4)
where the gauge covariant derivative of the spinor ψ is defined as
Dµψ = ∂µψ +
1
4Γ
ab
µ γab ψ − iqAµψ Da := eµaDµ (5)
A gauge transformation is an automorphism of the bundle P ×M Q, i.e. locally

x′ = f(x)
g′ = S(x) · g
eiθ
′
= eiα(x) · eiθ
(6)
with eiα(x) ∈ U(1) and S(x) ∈ Spin(η).
Gauge transformations form a group denoted by Aut(P ×M Q) which acts on spinors, frame, spin connection and
electromagnetic field by

ψ′ = eiα S · ψ
e′µa = J
µ
ν e
ν
b ℓ
b
a(S) ⇒ Γ′abµ = J¯νµℓac(S)
(
Γcdν ℓ
b
d(S) + dνℓ
c
d(S) η
db
)
A′µ = J¯
ν
µ (Aν + ∂να)
(7)
leaving the Dirac equation (4) invariant. Here Jµν is the Jacobian matrix of the spacetime transfomation x
′ = f(x)
onto which the spin transformation projects and J¯µν denotes the anti-Jacobian. The covering map is denoted by ℓ as
above. The potential V transforms under gauge transformations as a scalar field.
Depending on the object on which it acts, the covariant derivativeDµ may or may not depend on the electromagnetic
potential Aµ. If the object on which the covariant derivative acts is insensitive to phase gauge shifts (for example as
spinors if one set the charge q to zero) then we shall denote the covariant derivative as Dµ = ∇µ. In other words ∇µ
will be used to emphasize that covariant derivative does not depend on Aµ. For example U(1)-gauge transformations
have no effect on the spin frame eνa; accordingly, the covariant derivative of the frame is denoted by ∇µeνa.
For future notational convenience we can also set
∇µψ = ∂µψ + 14Γabµ γab ψ (8)
so that one has Dµψ = ∇µψ− iqAµψ. However, this is an abuse of language, since ∇µψ does not transform properly
under U(1)-gauge transformations (unless q = 0). On the other hand, purely spacetime diffeomorphisms (with U(1)-
gauge transformations set to the identity) are not global transformations unless the bundle Q is trivial (and, in any
case, they are gauge dependent) .
4Let us show that the Dirac matrices γa are left invariant by spin transformations. For, one has
Dµγ
a ≡ ∇µγa = ∂µγa + Γabµγb + 14Γcdµ γcd γa − 14Γcdµ γaγcd = Γabµγb − Γacµ γc ≡ 0 (9)
where we used the identity [γcd, γ
a] = 4δa[dγc].
The Dirac equation is left invariant also by change of bases in the space of spinors, namely{
ψ′ = P · ψ
γ′a = P · γaP−1 (10)
for any constant invertible matrix P . If γa are Dirac matrices then γ
′
a are Dirac matrices as well.
A second order symmetry operator for the Dirac equation is an operator of the form
K = EabDab + F
aDa +GI (11)
which commutes with the Dirac operator D. Here Dab =
1
2 (DaDb +DbDa) denotes the symmetrized second covariant
derivative (expressed in the frame). The coefficients Eab,Fa,G are matrix zero-order operators. By expanding the
condition [K,D] = 0 one obtains

E(abγc) − γ(cEab) = 0
F
(aγb) − γ(bFa) = γc∇cEab − i
(
E
abV −VEab)
Gγa − γaG = γc∇cFa − i(FaV −VFa)− 14
(
Eabγc + γcEab
)
γefR
ef
bc +
1
3
(
Eefγc − 2iγcEef )Raefc+
+iq
(
Eabγc + γcEab
)
Fbc − 2iEab∇bV
γc∇cG = i(GV−VG) + 112∇aRef bc
(
2Eabγc + γcEab
)
γef +
1
8
(
Faγb + γbFa
)
γefR
ef
ab+
− iq3
(
2Eabγc + γcEab
)∇aFbc − iq2 (Faγb + γbFa)Fab + iEabDabV + iFa∇aV,
(12)
Where we have used the results of Appendix A. The conditions (12) do not depend on the dimension m or on the
signature η. To obtain the form of the second order symmetry operator one has first to fix the dimension, use the
Clifford identities, what is known from differential geometry about the curvature tensors, and solve these equations.
III. SECOND ORDER SYMMETRY OPERATORS IN DIMENSION 2
In dimension m = 2 the Clifford algebra is spanned by the elements I, γa, γγ0γ1. The Dirac matrices are linearly
independent and so they provide a basis for 2×2 C-matrices. Thus any matrix can be written as a linear combination
of these matrices. Thus we may write 

Eab := eabI+ eabc γ
c + eˆabγ
Fa := faI+ fac γ
c + fˆaγ
G := gI+ gcγ
c + gˆγ
(13)
where the coefficients are tensors fields on the spin manifold. Also the matrix potential can be expanded in the basis
as
V = V I+ Vaγ
a + Vˆ γ (14)
The coefficient V is called a scalar potential, Va a vector potential and Vˆ a pseudopotential. The vector potential
contributes to the Dirac operator for a term formally analogous to the electromagnetic field. Thus we can set it to
zero without loss of generality.
In other words if Aµ is a good potential for an electromagnetic field and Va is a vector potential then one can
define a new potential qA˜µ = qAµ + e
a
µVa (for a different electromagnetic field) and neglecting the vector potential.
Accordingly, the vector potential can be neglected without loss in generality.
Moreover, in dimension m = 2 the Riemann tensor has the form
Rabcd =
1
2Rǫ
abǫcd (15)
where R is the scalar curvature and ǫcd denotes the Levi-Civita tensor. Similarly, the field strength of the electro-
magnetic field may be written
Fcd = Fǫcd (16)
5for some function F := F01.
Any product of Dirac matrices is a 2× 2 matrix and can hence be expanded as a linear combination of I, γa, γ. We
collect in Appendix B a number of useful formulae for manipulate products of Dirac matrices.
The first equation of (12) yields
E
(abγc) − γ(cEab) =γdγ(ceab)d − e(abd γc)γd + γγ(ceˆab) − eˆ(abγc)γ =
=− 2e(abd ǫc)· d·γ − 2ηǫ(c· deˆab)γd = 0
(17)
Since γd and γ are independent, this implies {
e
(ab
d ǫ
c)d = 0
eˆ(abǫc)d = 0
(18)
The first condition in (18) implies
eabd = 2α
(aδ
b)
d (19)
where αa is some vector. In fact, by expanding the first condition in (18) one finds[
eabd ǫ
cd + ebcd ǫ
ad + ecad ǫ
bd = 0
]
(·ǫcj)
3eabj = 2e
d(b
d δ
a)
j
(20)
From which (19) follows by setting αa = 13e
ad
d .
The second condition in (18) implies
eˆab = 0 (21)
In fact, by expanding the second condition in (18) one has[
eˆ(abǫc)d = 0
]
(·ǫdj) ⇒ eˆ(abδc)j = 0 ⇒
[
eˆabδcj + eˆ
bcδaj + eˆ
caδbj = 0
]
(·δjc)
⇒ 4eˆab = 0
(22)
Then, as a consequence of first equation of (12), we have
E
ab = eabI+ 2α(aγb) (23)
for some vector αa. As expected, until this point the solution is completely unaffected by the electromagnetic field
and the scalar potentials and reduces to the result found previously in [9].
Let us now focus on the second equation in (12). By expanding the left hand side one obtains
F
(aγb) − γ(bFa) = −2ηf (ac ǫb)cγ − 2fˆ (aǫb) ·cγc (24)
Similarly the first term on the right hand side yields
γc∇cEab = ∇ceabγc + 2∇(aαb)I− 2η∇cα(aǫb)cγ (25)
while the second term gives
− i(EabV −VEab) = −2i(α(aγb)γ − α(aγγb)) Vˆ = −4iα(aǫb)cVˆ γc (26)
Thus the second equation in (12) is equivalent to the conditions


∇(aαb) = 0
−2fˆ (aǫb)c = ∇ceab − 4iα(aǫb)cVˆ ⇒
{
∇(ceab) = 0
fˆaδbd + fˆ
bδad = ǫcd∇ceab − 2i
(
αaδbd + α
bδad
)
Vˆ
f
(a
c ǫb)c = ∇cα(aǫb)c
(27)
6The first condition ∇(aαb) = 0 implies that the vector αa is a Killing vector.
The second condition in (27) implies that eab is a Killling tensor. Moreover, by contracting byǫcb one obtains
fˆa = 13ǫcb∇ceab + 2iαaVˆ (28)
which determines the coefficient fˆa in terms of the coefficient eab.
The third condition in (27) may be expanded to yield[
fac ǫ
bc + f bc ǫ
ac = ∇cαaǫbc +∇cαbǫac
]
(·ǫbd)
2fad − f bb δad = 2∇dαa −∇cαcδad
fac = αδ
a
c +∇cαa
(29)
where we set α := 12f
b
b .
Thus, as a consequence of first and second equations of (12), we have
{
Eab = eabI+ 2α(aγb)
Fa := faI+ (αδac +∇cαa) γc +
(
1
3ǫcb∇ceab + 2iαaVˆ
)
γ
∇(ceab) = 0
∇(aαb) = 0
α :M → C
(30)
When no electromagnetic field and potentials are present we recover the results of [9].
The third equation in (12) is equivalent to the conditions

∇aα = ωa
2gcǫ
ac =
(∇cα− 12Rαc) ǫac + 2iηeab∇bVˆ
2gˆǫca = ∇cfa − 13
(∇b∇ceab −∇b∇beac)+Reac − 12Reηac − 2iqF ǫc·beab − 2i(αa∇cV + αb∇bV ηac)+
+2i
(
∇b(αaVˆ )ǫbc − αa∇bVˆ ǫbc − αb∇bVˆ ǫac
)
− 2i (αǫac +∇bαaǫbc) Vˆ
(31)
where we set e := eabηba and
ωa := 2iqF ǫabα
b + 2ie ·a
b∇bV (32)
When electromagnetic field and potentials vanish then the first of these conditions reduces to α ∈ C as previously
found in [9].
In general, this condition can be written as dα = ωae
a := 2i(qFǫabα
b + e ·a
b∇bV )ea which has a (local) solution iff
the integrability condition dω = 0 is satisfied. This integrability condition reads as
∇[dωa] = 2i
[
qǫb[a∇d](Fαb) +∇[d(e ·a]b∇bV )
]
= 0 ⇒ qαb∇bF = −ǫda∇d(e ·ab∇bV ) (33)
This is a condition on the electromagnetic field and scalar potentials for the existence of second order symmetry
operator. If αb or eab vanish the integrability condition simplifies. We shall postpone the analysis of the integrability
conditions until Section IV.
The second condition in (31) may be written as
ga =
1
2∇aα− 14Rαa − iηecb∇bVˆ ǫac = iqF ǫabαb + ie ·ab∇bV − 14Rαa − iηecb∇bVˆ ǫac (34)
which determines the coefficient ga.
We split the third condition in (31) into symmetric and antisymmetric parts to obtain{
0 = ∇(cfa) − 13
(∇b∇(cea)b −∇b∇beac)+Reac − 12Reηac − 2iqF ǫ(c· bea)b − 2i(α(a∇c)V + αb∇bV ηac)
4gˆ = ∇cfaǫca − 13∇b∇ceabǫca − 2iqF ǫc·beabǫca − 2iαa∇cV ǫca + 4iαb∇bVˆ + 4iαVˆ
(35)
By using identity (102) in the second of these conditions, one finds that
gˆ = 14 (∇cζa − 2iqF ǫc·beab − 2iαa∇cV )ǫca + iαa∇aVˆ + iαVˆ (36)
where we set ζa := fa −∇beab. The first condition in (35) can be recasted as
∇(cζa) = 2iqF ǫ(c· bea)b + 2i(α(a∇c)V + αb∇bV ηac) =: 12Λca (37)
7Notice that Λ := Λcaηca = 4iqF ǫabe
ab + 12iαa∇aV = 12iαa∇aV .
When there is no electromagnetic field or potentials, the equation (37) reduces to ∇(cζa) = 0 which implies that ζ
is a Killing vector, as found in [9]. In this more general situation we need to discuss whether it is possible to solve
(37) for ζa.
We now consider this issue in greater detail. First we notice that (37) can be recast in the form £ζgαβ = Λαβ and
that in general one has
£ζ{g}αβµ = 12gαλ (−∇λ£ζgβµ +∇β£ζgµλ +∇µ£ζgλβ) = 12gαλ (−∇λΛβµ +∇βΛµλ +∇µΛλβ) (38)
where {g}αβµ denote the Christoffell symbols of the metric gµν . Then we have
£ζR
α
βµν = ∇µ£ζ{g}αβν −∇ν£ζ{g}αβµ = 12£ζRǫµνǫα ·β + R2 ǫµνǫαλ£ζgλβ (39)
from which one obtains
£ζR = ∇c∇bΛda·ǫcdǫab − R2 Λ (40)
Since R is a scalar, so that £ζR = ζ
a∇aR, and under the assumption that (37) has a solution then it follows that
ζa∇aR = ∇c
(∇bΛ ·da) ǫcdǫab − R2 Λ (41)
which is an integrability condition for equation (37). For example, on constant curvature spaces one finds that
∇c
(∇bΛ ·da) ǫcdǫab = R2 Λ (42)
is a necessary condition for (37) to have a solution. We shall continue the study of these integrability conditions in
Section VI.
We now summarize what we have found. As a consequence of first, second and third equations of (12), we have
that 

Eab = eabI+ 2α(aγb)
Fa := (ζa +∇beab)I+ (αδac +∇cαa)γc +
(
1
3ǫcb∇ceab + 2iαaVˆ
)
γ
G := gI+
(
iqF ǫabα
b + ie ·a
b∇bV − 14Rαa + iηecb∇bVˆ ǫac
)
γa+
+
(
1
4
(∇cζa − 2iqF ǫc·beab − 2iαa∇cV ) ǫca + iαa∇aVˆ + iαVˆ ) γ
(43)
where the coefficients satisfy the conditions
∇(ceab) = 0
∇(aαb) = 0
∇aα = ωa
∇(cζa) = 12Λca
(44)
where {
Λca = 4i(qFǫ
(c
· bea)b + α(a∇c)V + αb∇bV ηac)
ωa = 2i
(
qFǫabα
b + e ·a
b∇bV
) (45)
and the following integrability conditions are satisfied{
∇[aωb] = 0 ⇒ qαb∇bF = −ǫda∇d(e ·ab∇bV )
ζa∇aR = ∇c
(∇bΛda) ǫc ·dǫab − R2 Λ (46)
Finally we consider the fourth and last equation in (12). It is equivalent to the conditions


ζa∇aV = −η
(
2
3∇aebc∇bVˆ ǫa·b + ebc∇acVˆ ǫa·b − iαa∇a(Vˆ )2
)
ζa∇aVˆ = 23 ǫcb∇ceab∇aV + ǫc·beab∇caV +∇c(ecb∇bVˆ )− 2iαa∇V Vˆ
∇cg′ = iqF ǫcaζa − 14∇a (Rea ·c)− iωcV + iαa∇abVˆ ǫb ·c − i2RαaVˆ ǫa ·c + ηe ·c b∇b(Vˆ )2 =: Λc
(47)
where we set g′ := g − 3iαa∇aV − iαV .
8Thus (11) is a second order symmetry operator iff


Eab = eabI+ 2α(aγb)
Fa := (ζa +∇beab)I+ (αδac +∇cαa)γc +
(
1
3ǫcb∇ceab + 2iαaVˆ
)
γ
G := (g′ + 3iαa∇aV + iαV )I+
(
iqF ǫabα
b + ie ·a
b∇bV − 14Rαa − iηecb∇bVˆ ǫac
)
γa+
+
(
1
4
(∇cζa − 2iqF ǫc·beab − 2iαa∇cV ) ǫca + iαa∇aVˆ + iαVˆ ) γ
∇(ceab) = 0
∇(aαb) = 0
∇aα = ωa
∇(cζa) = 12Λca
∇ag′ = Λa
(48)
where we set 

Λca = 4i
(
qFǫ
(c
· bea)b + α(a∇c)V + αb∇bV ηac
)
Λc = iqF ǫcaζ
a − 14∇a (Rea ·c)− iωcV + iαa∇abVˆ ǫb ·c − i2RαaVˆ ǫa ·c + ηe ·c b∇b(Vˆ )2
ωc = 2i(qFǫcdα
d + e ·c
d∇dV )
(49)
and the following integrability conditions are satisfied

ǫbc∇bωc = 0 ⇒ qαc∇cF = −ǫac∇c(e ·ab∇bV )
ǫdc∇dΛc = 0
ζa∇aR = ∇c
(∇bΛda) ǫc ·dǫab − R2 Λ
ζa∇aV = −η
(
2
3∇aebc∇cVˆ ǫa·b + ebc∇acVˆ ǫa·b − iαa∇a(Vˆ )2
)
ζa∇aVˆ = 23ǫcb∇ceab∇aV + ǫc·b eab∇caV − 2iαa∇aV Vˆ
(50)
IV. FIRST ORDER OPERATORS
Before discussing the existence of second order symmetry operators, we discuss first order (and zero order) symmetry
operators. First order symmetry operators are obtained by setting above αa = 0 and eab = 0. For first order operators
Kˆ(1) one obtains
{
Fa := ξaI+ aγa
G := (ω + iaV )I+
(
1
4∇cξaǫca + iaVˆ
)
γ
a ∈ C
∇(cξa) = 0
∇aω = Λa
(51)
where we set Λc := iqF ǫcbξ
b and we have the following integrability conditions

ξa∇aR = 0 ⇐ ∇(cξa) = 0
ǫac∇aΛc = 0 ⇐⇒ ξa∇aF = 0
ξa∇aV = 0
ξa∇aVˆ = 0
(52)
For zero order operators one obtains K(0) := kI, with k ∈ C, and no integrability conditions.
Among first order operators one has the product of a zero order operator with the Dirac operator, i.e. H(1) :=
kD = ikγa∇a− kV = ikγa∇a− kV − kVˆ γ, which are trivially symmetry operators and they correspond to the choice
Fa = ikγa, G = −kV I− kVˆ γ, i.e. to the choice ξa = 0, a = ik, ω = 0.
Non-trivial first order symmetry operators then have the form
K
(1) = (ξa∇a + ω) I+ 14∇cξaǫcaγ (53)
where ξa is a (non-zero) Killing vector, ω is a function such that ∇cω = −iqF ǫacξa and the following integrability
conditions are satisfied: 

ξb∇bF = 0
ξa∇aV = 0
ξa∇aVˆ = 0
(54)
9since, in view of (40), the condition ξa∇aR = 0 is a consequence of ∇(cξa) = 0. The integrability conditions select the
electromagnetic field and the scalar potentials which are compatible with existence of non-trivial first order symmetry
operators. The function ω satisfying ∇cω = iqF ǫcaξa always exists (in view of ξb∇bF = 0) and it is defined modulo
a constant which corresponds to a zero order symmetry operator K(0).
Thus one has the following:
Theorem: The existence os a non-trivial first order symmetry operator K(1) implies that M admits a non-zero
Killing vector ξa.
Analogously, for any first order symmetry operator Kˆ(1) one can define a trivial second order symmetry operator
H(2) = Kˆ(1) D. This is in the form:
H
(2) =
(
(ξaI+ aγa)∇a + ((ω − iaV )I+
(
1
4∇cξaǫca + iaVˆ
)
γ)
)(
iγb∇b − V I− Vˆ γ
)
=
=i(aηab + ξ(aγb))∇ab +
(
(−ξaV ) I+ ((iω − 2aV )δac + i2∇cξa) γc − (ξaVˆ ) γ)∇a+
+ (− ia4 R+ 14η∇kξaǫkaVˆ − ωV − iaV 2 + iηaVˆ 2)I+ ( q2ξaFǫak − i8Rξk − a∇kV − a∇bVˆ ǫb ·k)γk+
+ (ηaqF − 14∇cξaǫcaV − ωVˆ − 2iaV Vˆ )γ
(55)
This operator corresponds to specifying a general second order operator (48) by setting eab = iaηab, αa = i2ξ
a,
ζa = −V ξa, α = iω − 2aV , g′ = − ia4 R+ iaV 2 + iηaVˆ 2 − 14η∇kξaǫkaVˆ .
Theorem: The existence of a non-trivial second order symmetry operator implies that M admits a Killing tensor
eab 6= ληab.
V. NON-TRIVIAL SECOND ORDER SYMMETRY OPERATORS
A non-trivial second order symmetry operator has the form:

Eab = eabI
Fa := (ζa +∇beab)I+ αγa +
(
1
3ǫcb∇ceab
)
γ
G := (g′ + iαV )I+
(
ie ·a
b∇bV − iηecb∇bVˆ ǫac
)
γa+
+
(
1
4
(∇cζa − 2iqF ǫc·beab) ǫca + iαVˆ ) γ
∇(ceab) = 0
∇aα = ωa
∇(cζa) = 12Λca
∇ag′ = Λa
(56)
where we set 

Λca = 4iqF ǫ
(c
· bea)b (⇒ Λ = 0)
Λc = iqF ǫcaζ
a − 14∇a (Rea ·c) + e ·cd∇d
(
V 2 + ηVˆ 2
)
ωc = 2ie
·
c
d∇dV
(57)
and where the following integrability conditions are satisfied

ǫbc∇bωc = 0 ⇒ ǫac∇c(e ·ab∇bV ) = 0
ǫdc∇dΛc = 0 ⇒ iqζa∇aF = 2ǫdce ·c e∇eV∇dV − 14ǫdc∇d∇a (Rea ·c) + ηǫdc∇d
(
e ·c
b∇b(Vˆ )2
)
ζa∇aR = ∇c
(∇bΛda) ǫc ·dǫab
ζa∇aV = −η
(
2
3∇aebc∇cVˆ ǫa·b + ebc∇acVˆ ǫa·b
)
= −η(ǫa.b∇a(ebc∇cVˆ )− 13ǫa.b∇aebc∇cVˆ )
ζa∇aVˆ = 23ǫcb∇ceab∇aV + ǫc·b eab∇caV = ǫcb∇c(eab∇aV )− 13ǫcb∇ceab∇aV = − 13ǫcb∇ceab∇aV
(58)
We may rewrite the right-hand set of equations (56) in configuration coordinates as
∇(µeβγ) = 0, (59)
∇µα = 2ieβµ∇βV, (60)
∇(µζβ) = 2iqF (µγeβ)γ , (61)
∇µg′ = iqFµβζβ + eβµ∇β(V 2 + ηVˆ 2)−
1
4
∇β(Reβµ), . (62)
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Some of these equations coincide with the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a constant of
motion K quadratic in the momenta of the gauge invariant Hamiltonian
H =
1
2
gµν(pµ − iqAµ)(pν − iqAν) + U. (63)
If we assume that K has the gauge invariant form
K =
1
2
kµν(pµ − iqAµ)(pν − iqAν) +Bµ(pµ − iqAµ) +W, (64)
we obtain
Proposition 1. {H,K} = 0 is equivalent to
∇(µkνσ) = 0 (65)
∇(µBν) = 2iqF(µσkν)σ (66)
∇µW = iqFµσBσ − 2kµσ∇σU (67)
Bµ∇µU = 0. (68)
A similar form of the first integral is given by Carter [10], who considered the Hamiltonian for the charged particle
orbit when U = 0 in (63).
We observe that if we set kµν = eµν and Bµ = ζµ in (63) and (64) then (65) and (66) agree with (59) and (61). On
the other hand, if Fµν is equal to zero, B
µ = ζµ and U = α2i then again (65) corresponds to (59), (66) to (61) and
(67) to (60).
An important issue, not strictly related with separation of variables, is to know if a second-order symmetry operator
is or is not reducible to the first-order ones, i.e. a linear combinations with constant coefficients of products of the
latter. The reducibility happens for example for the Dirac equation on the Minkowski four-dimensional space without
external fields, where all second-order symmetry operators of the Dirac equation are reducible [25]. An obvious
necessary condition for the reducibility is the existence of non-trivial first-order symmetry operators of the Dirac
equation. They are characterized by the existence of a Killing vector ξ such that (54) hold and are of the form (53).
We know that the non-trivial second-order symmetry operators of the Dirac equation have the pure second-order term
E = eab∇ab,
where eab are the components of a Killing tensor. The pure second-order term arising from the symmetrized product
of two first-order symmetry operators is
1
2
(ξar ξ
b
s + ξ
a
s ξ
b
r)∇ab,
where ξr and ξs are Killing vectors. Therefore, in order to be reducible, the components of a second-order symmetry
operator must be the components of a reducible Killing two-tensor. Consequently we have
Proposition 2. A second-order symmetry operator is reducible to a linear combination of products of first-order
symmetry operators only if there exist Killing vectors ξ such that
eab =
∑
r,s
(ξar ξ
b
s + ξ
a
s ξ
b
r),
with the additional conditions (54), in particular, only if the killing tensor e itself is reducible.
We recall that in constant-curvature manifolds all Killing tensors are reducible. In other manifolds, for example
the skew-ellipsoid, there might exist non-reducible Killing two-tensors.
VI. NON-TRIVIAL SECOND-ORDER SYMMETRY OPERATORS IN LIOUVILLE COORDINATES
Our aim is now to obtain the coefficients of the non-trivial second-order symmetry operator (13) on spin manifolds
which admit solutions of the Killing tensor equation (59). It is well known that in two-dimension there exists a system
of canonical coordinates, called Liouville coordinates in which the non-zero covariant components of the metric tensor
gµν and the Killing tensor eµν have the form
11
g11 = A(x) +B(y), g00 = ηg11,
e00 = −g00B(y), e11 = g11A(x),
where A and B are arbitrary smooth functions. Liouville coordinates are separable coordinates for the Hamilton-
Jacobi, Helmholtz and Schro¨dinger equations. We now proceed to solve the equations (58)-(62) for the remaining
coefficient functions α, ζb and g′. The first equation of (58) is equivalent to d(e dV ) = 0 which implies that V has the
form (Appendix D)
V = g00v0(x) + g
11v1(y),
where v0(x) and v1(y) are arbitrary smooth functions. Thus, the solution of (60) is
α = 2iq
(
e00v0(x) + e
11v1(y)
)
.
We now turn our attention to (61), where we set A = 0 anticipating the separation results exposed in Section VII.
By solving the PDE system (61) we obtain the following solution for ζ1,
ζ1 = − 2f
′
1(x)√
B(y)
,
where f1(x) is an arbitrary function of integration. Substituting this solution in (61) and integrating the resulting
sistem yields the solution for ζ0
ζ0 = f2(y)− 1
2
f1(x)
(
B−1/2
)′
,
where f2(y) is another arbitrary function and we use the integrability condition
qF01 = iB
−5/2
(
B2f ′′1 −
3
4
η
(
B5/2f ′2 − f1(B′)2 +
2
3
Bf1B
′′
))
.
From the third equation of (58) we obtain f1 = c1. By substituting this value into the fifth of (58) we get
f2 = − 1
2η
B5/2B′(2ηc1 +
√
ηB).
Therefore, the expression of F01 becomes
qF01 =
i
4
√
η
(
B′′B −B′
B2
)
=
iB
4
√
η
R.
By taking in account these results, the second and the fourth equations of (58) gives the partial derivatives of Vˆ ,
then, from the integrability condition we obtain v0 = 0 and, by integrating,
Vˆ =
√
B9η5 − c2√
B
.
Similarly, from (62) we can now integrate g′ as
g′ = c3 − 1
8
(
B′
B
)2
.
We observe that, after all the assumptions made above, α = ζ1 = 0 and V = g11v1(y). All the conditions of existence
for non-trivial second-order symmetry operators are now fulfilled. However, we remark that the symmetry operator
obtained in this way is not the most general one, for example, other solutions can be obtained by imposing conditions
on B. Moreover, we see in Section VII how to build symmetry operators with zero force field F and unrestricted
function B(y) associated with separation of variables.
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VII. SEPARATION OF VARIABLES
Following [27, 34] we assume that a m-component spinor ψ depending on n variables qi is, locally, multiplicatively
separated if
ψ =
n∏
i=1
φi(q
i)ξ
where φi(q
i) are n diagonal invertible matrices of order m×m and ξ a constant m spinor. The separation is complete,
or regular, if the spinor ψ depends on nm constants cji such that
det
∂(φ−1∂iψj)
∂cji
6= 0,
where φ =
∏n
i=1 φi(q
i).
This definition is mutuated from the definition of complete separability for Hamilton-Jacobi and Schro¨dinger equa-
tions and essentialy means that a biunivocal correspondence exists between the family of the ψ, parametrized by (cji ),
and the parameters themselves.
In our case, n = m = 2 and the independent parameters must be four. We assume q0 = x, q1 = y (from now on
our coordinates indices run from 0 to 1) and we write a separated spinor as
ψ =
(
a1(x)b1(y)
a2(x)b2(y)
)
.
The completeness condition becomes then
det
(
∂(d ln(aj)/dx)
∂cji
,
∂(d ln(bj)/dy)
∂cji
)
6= 0. (69)
In [22] and [9] it has been proved that second-order symmetry operators of the Dirac equation in two dimensional
Riemannian and pseudo-Riemannian manifolds are strictly associated with second-order Killing tensors. Characteris-
tic Killing tensors (they are KTs with all distinct eigenvalues and orthogonally integrable eigenforms) are associated
with orthogonal separable coordinates for the Helmholtz equation. It is known that orthogonal separability of Dirac
equation is possible only in Helmholtz-separable orthogonal coordinate systems. Given a second-order symmetry
operator, is then natural to work in the separable coordinates determined by the Killing tensor associated to the sym-
metry operator, provided it is a characteristic one. Any symmetric Killing two-tensor is characteristic in Riemannian
manifolds of dimension two, provided the Killing tensor is not proportional to the metric tensor. In two-dimensional
Lorentzian manifolds there exist Killing 2-tensors not proportional to the metric but not characteristic. We assume
here that the Killing tensor associated with the symmetry operator of the Dirac equation is characteristic. We remark
that the requirement of reality often made about the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the Killing tensor is not assumed
here. In [19] and [9] it is shown that the separation of variables in the complex case can be handled essentially in the
same way as in the real case. In dimension two, if the Killing tensor is characteristic and if the Robertson condition is
satisfied (i.e. the Ricci tensor is diagonalizable simultaneously with K or, equivalently, the Killing tensor and the Ricci
tensor commute as endomorphisms on the tangent bundle) then the Laplace-Beltrami operator is completely separable
in those orthogonal coordinate systems that diagonalize K and the differential operator ∇µ(Kµν∇ν) commutes with
it (see [4, 5] and references therein for separation of Helmholtz and Schro¨dinger equations on n-dimensional Rieman-
nian or pseudo-Riemannian manifolds). When the separation of variables is associated with first-order symmetry
operators [27] we can again relate the separation of variables to second-order symmetry operators, since the square of
a first-order symmetry operator is a second-order one. It follows that separation of variables of the Dirac equation,
at least in dimension two, can always be understood by means of second-order symmetry operators, as is the case for
the separation of the Helmholtz or Schro¨dinger equation.
We remark that in Liouville manifolds the Ricci tensor is always diagonalized in the separable coordinates, therefore
the Robertson condition always holds. Hence,
Proposition 3. The existence of a characteristic Killing 2-tensor K on a Liouville manifold, implies the complete
(or regular) separation of the Helmholtz equation in the coordinates associated with K.
A detailed discussion of complete, regular, non-regular and constrained separation is given in [4, 14, 27, 34].
For example, in the case of complete or regular separability, the orthogonal separable coordinates for the geodesic
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Hamilton-Jacobi or Schro¨dinger equations coincide with the Sta¨ckel systems, Killing tensors determine the separable
coordinates and in E3 they are the familiar Cartesian, spherical, cylindrical etc coordinates, i.e. confocal quadrics.
When the separation is no longer complete, the type of separable orthogonal systems changes considerably. For
example, in E3 with energy fixed equal to zero, the geodesic Schro¨dinger equation becomes the Laplace equation, con-
formal Killing tensors determine the separable coordinates and these include toroidal, six-spheres, prolate spheroidal
coordinates etc., i.e. confocal cyclids, that are fourth-degree surfaces [13].
In the following we choose the Dirac representation of the Clifford algebra, namely
γ0 =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
, γ1 =
(
0 −k
k 0
)
, γ = γ0γ1 =
(
0 −ηk
−ηk 0
)
.
The most general covariant potential that can be present in the Dirac equation is a combination of an electro-magnetic
term γµAµ, a scalar term V I and a pseudoscalar term Vˆ γ, see for example [35] and references therein, responsible for
nuclear and other type of fermion interactions. By using the same notation of [9], the Dirac equation becomes, where
we use the form (eµa) of the spin-frame components,[(
ie00 −ike01
ike01 −ie00
)
∂x +
(
ie10 −ike11
ike11 ie
1
0
)
∂y + C˜
]
ψ = µψ, (70)
where k = i for Riemannian and k = 1 for Lorentzian metrics, i.e. k =
√−η, and
C˜ =
i
2
ǫabeµaΓ
01
µ γb − qeµaAµγa − V I− Vˆ γ, (71)
In [9, 22, 26] the multiplicative separation scheme D5 for the general system of first-order partial differential
equations of eigenvalue type in two dimensions
D5 =
(
0 X2(x)
X3(x) 0
)
∂x +
(
Y1(y) 0
0 Y4(y)
)
∂y +
(
C1(y) C2(x)
C3(x) C4(y)
)
, (72)
has been identified as the only separation scheme for the Dirac equation in dimension two uniquely associated with
the existence of non-reducible second-order symmetry operators. More precisely, the Dirac equation in dimension two
D is multiplicatively separable in coordinates (x, y) iff there exist non-null functions Ri such that
D =
(
R1 0
0 R2
)
D5. (73)
If we assume that the two-spinor solution of the Dirac equation is multiplicatively separated,
ψ =
(
a1(x)b1(y)
a2(x)b2(y)
)
,
then the separated equations are 

(X3∂x + C3)a1 = ν2a2
(X2∂x + C2)a2 = ν1a1
(Y1∂y + C1 − µ)b1 = −ν1b2
(Y4∂y + C4 − µ)b2 = −ν2b1,
(74)
From [26] we know that the symmetry operator K associated with the separation scheme D5 is given by the decoupling
equations {
(X2∂x + C2)(X3∂x + C3)a1 = νa1,
(X3∂x + C3)(X2∂x + C2)a2 = νa2,
(75)
where ν = ν1ν2, the product of the separation constants, is the eigenvalue of the symmetry operator. The remaining
decoupling relations {
(Y4∂y + C4 − µ)(Y1∂y + C1 − µ)b1 = νb1
(Y1∂y + C1 − µ)(Y4∂y + C4 − µ)b2 = νb2,
(76)
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do not define symmetry operators. Since we are interested in the spinor’s components ψ1, ψ2 and not on the single
factors ai, bi, the only conditions to be satisfied by the solutions of the decoupled equations are not the separated
equations but {
νa1b1 = −(X2a′2 + C2a2)(Y4b′2 + C4b2 − µb2),
νa2b2 = −(X3a′1 + C3a1)(Y1b′1 + C1b1 − µb1),
(77)
obtained by multiplying together suitable pairs of the separated equations. It is then evident that the spinor, solution
of the Dirac equation, will depend on the parameters µ and ν, that are the eigenvalues of the Dirac operator and of
its symmetry operator, and not on the νi introduced in the separation procedure, where the primes denote derivatives
with respect to the arguments.
We observe that the four decoupled equations (75) and (76) in the four unknown (ai), (bi) require, being all second-
order differential equations in normal form, a total of eight arbitrary constants in order to be completely integrable
(complete or regular separation). Moreover, the two equations (77) are, due to the separation of variables, equivalent
to four first-order equations in (ai), (bi), so that four of the constants in the solutions are determined by them. The
remaining parameters are µ, ν and two integration constants.
As in [26], we do not consider here the case µ = 0 in full generality. This means that, when µ = 0, the conditions
of separability given here are sufficient but not necessary, as it is the case for the Hamilton-Jacobi or Schro¨dinger
equations with zero energy. From [26] we have R1(y), R2(y), that we can assume real without restrictions (the dual
possibility R1(x), R2(x) is equivalent after the exchange x↔ y). By comparing (70) and (72) it follows that
e00 = e
1
1 = 0, e
0
1 =
i
k
R1X2, e
1
0 = R1Y¯1,
being as in [26] Yj = iY¯j where the Y¯j are real functions. Since the (e
µ
a) must be real, we remark that k = i implies
X2 real, and k = 1 implies X2 pure imaginary. Moreover
R2 = R1, Y¯4 = −Y¯1, X3 = −X2,
and
g00 = η(
i
k
R1X2)
−2, g11 = (R1Y¯1)−2. (78)
We remark that, up to now, the introduction of external fields does not interfere with the results of [26] and [9].
The term term C˜ = R1C of the Dirac operator (71) becomes
C˜ =
1
4
(
2keµ1Γ
01
µ 2ie
µ
0Γ
01
µ
−2ieµ0Γ01µ −2keµ1Γ01µ
)
− qR1
(
Y¯1A1 −iX2A0
iX2A0 −Y¯1A1
)
−
(
V −ηkVˆ
−ηkVˆ V
)
, (79)
We assume that the mass term mc2, where c is the speed of the light and m is the mass of the particle, is absorbed
by the arbitrary constant in the potentials. We know from [26] and [9] that separation of the Dirac equation in
dimension two is possible only if one of the coordinates is, up to rescaling, geodesically ignorable (qi is geodesically
ignorable iff ∂igjk = 0 ∀j, k) and it is easy to check that the introduction of the external fields is immaterial in this
respect. Then, from (78) we have that it is not restrictive to assume X2 = −ik, in order to have real spin frame
components for any possible value of k, so that the metric depends on y only. Hence, essentially two coordinate
systems are associated with this type of separation, the Liouville coordinates and the ”polar” coordinates discussed
below.
Liouville coordinates
If we require that the metric is in Liouville form g11 = A(x) + B(y), g00 = ηg11, it follows that A = 0 and we can
set without restrictions
R1 = β(y)
−1, X2 = −ik, Y¯1 = 1,
so that B(y) = β(y)2. Consequently, the Dirac operator becomes
D =
ik
β
(
0 −1
1 0
)
∂x +
i
β
(
1 0
0 −1
)
∂y +
(
iβ′
2β2 +
q
βA1 − V −kqβ A0 + ηkVˆ
kq
β A0 + ηkVˆ − iβ
′
2β2 − qβA1 − V
)
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and, consequently, we have


qA0 =
1
2k (C3(x)− C2(x)),
qA1 =
1
2
(
C1(y)− C4(y)− iβ
′
β
)
,
V = − 12β (C1(y) + C4(y))
Vˆ = 12kηβ (C2(x) + C3(x)).
(80)
From these relations, since g11 = β
2 and in these coordinates gii = g−1ii , we have (see Appendix D)
Proposition 4. In Liouville coordinates the vector potential Aµ separable in the scheme D5 is necessarily exact and
the force field Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ is equal to zero.
Moreover,
Proposition 5. In Liouville coordinates, the scalar and pseudoscalar potentials are compatible with separation of
variables in the scheme D5 only if V 2 and Vˆ 2 are Sta¨ckel multipliers, that is only if
d(e d(V 2)) = 0, d(e d(Vˆ 2)) = 0.
The computation of (75) provides the operator
η
[(
−∂2xx + 2iqA0∂x + iq∂xA0 + q2A20 − β2Vˆ 2
)
I+ iηβ∂xVˆ
(
1 0
0 −1
)]
ψ = νψ, (81)
and the remaining decoupling relations (76) become[(
∂2yy +
(
β′
β
− 2iqA1
)
∂y +
β′′
2β
− 1
4
(
β′
β
)2
− q2A21 − i
β′
β
qA1−
−iq∂yA1 + β2V 2 + 2µβV + µ2
)
I+ i∂y(βV )
(
1 0
0 −1
)]
ψ = νψ. (82)
It is possible to check that the separated decoupling operator given by (81) commutes with the Dirac operator [26].
Therefore, we have
Proposition 6. In Liouville coordinates, the vector, scalar and pseudoscalar potentials are compatible with separation
of variables in the scheme D5 associated with a symmetry operator if and only if they are of the form (80).
We remark that the first-order terms in (81) and (82) disappear if
qA0 = 0, qA1 = − iβ
′
2β
. (83)
The exactness of (Aµ) assures that such a term can always be introduced without affecting the physics of the
system, apart from some effect on the phase of the spinors (Aharonov-Bohm effect) and corresponds to the gauge
invariance discussed in Section II. Applications of the freedom of choice of a phase factor for the spinor are made for
example in [18] and [33] in order to simplify the Dirac equation in curvilinear coordinates.
With this choice of (Aµ), for any β(y) the decoupling relations (81) and (82) give respectively

−η
(
a′′1 (x) + β(βVˆ
2 − iη∂xVˆ )
)
a1 = νa1(x),
−η
(
a′′2 (x) + β(βVˆ
2 + iη∂xVˆ )
)
a2 = νa2(x),
b′′1(y) +
(
i∂y(βV ) + (βV + µ)
2
)
b1(y) = νb1(y),
b′′2(y) +
(−i∂y(βV ) + (βV + µ)2) b2(y) = νb2(y).
(84)
We now substitute the (80), with g00 = ηβ
2, g11 = β
2, g01 = g10 = 0, into the equations (48) determining the
covariant second-order symmetry operator obtained in Section V. After some computations we obtain
Proposition 7. The second-order symmetry operator (81) associated with the separable Liouville coordinates is de-
termined by the following conditions
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i) e is the canonical Killing tensor associated with the Liouville coordinates: e00 = −ηβ4, e10 = e01 = e11 = 0.
ii) α is zero,
iii) αµ is the zero vector,
iv) ζ is the zero vector,
v) the function g′ is given, up to additive constants, by
g′ =
1
4
(
(C2(x) + C3(x))
2 +
(
β′
β
)2)
.
Remarkably, for ν = 0 the equations (84) are in the form z′′ − (w2 + w′)z = 0, with w = ±iηβVˆ for the ai and
w = ±(iβV − iµ) for the bi. The general solution of these equations is in this case [28]
z(r) = c1z
0 + c2z
0
∫
dr
(z0)2
, z0 = e
∫
w(r)dr.
In general, for V = Vˆ = 0 the decoupling equations of above can be easily integrated, giving, after the imposition
of (74) and (77) 

ψ1 =
(
c1e
√
ν
kˆ
x + c2e
−
√
ν
kˆ
x
)(
d1 sin
√
µ2 − νy + d2 cos
√
µ2 − νy
)
,
ψ2 =
(
c3e
√
ν
kˆ
x + c4e
−
√
ν
kˆ
x
)(
d3 sin
√
µ2 − νy + d4 cos
√
µ2 − νy
)
,
(85)
where c3 = i(ν)
− 1
2 c1, c4 = −i(ν)− 12 c2, d3 = d1µ+ id2
√
µ2 − ν, d4 = d2µ− id1
√
µ2 − ν.
We remark that the Dirac equation in this case is ”geodesic”, since no external force field is active, even though a
non-null vector potential is present. We remark that, even if four constants ci are given in (85), what is relevant for
the completeness (69) of the solution are the ratios a′i/ai and b
′
i/bi. Therefore, two parameters disappear and we are
left with the ratios, say, c1/c2, d1/d2 and the dynamical parameters µ and ν only.
An interesting example of Hamilton-Jacobi and Schro¨dinger equations with scalar potentials separable in these
coordinates on curved spaces can be found in [7]. The classical Hamiltonian given there is considered under different
quantizations and represents a generalization of the harmonic oscillator to conformally flat n-dimensional Riemannian
manifolds. We rewrite it for the two-dimensional Riemannian or pseudo-Riemannian case in Liouville coordinates as
H =
e−2y
2(1 + λe2y)
(ηp2x + p
2
y) +
ω2e2y
2(1 + λe2y)
,
where λ and ω are parameters. From the expression of the metric tensor and from (80) it is evident that in the
corresponding Dirac equation, C1, C4 can be chosen so that V coincides with the scalar potential of H and A1 = − iβ
′
2β ,
while C2 = C3 = 0 give A0 = Vˆ = 0.
”Polar” coordinates
It can be useful for computation to choose coordinates such that the metric is in the form g00 = ηB(y), g11 = 1.
We call these ”polar” coordinates. They are related to Liouville coordinates of above by a simple reparametrization.
We remark that in this case also the Robertson condition is satisfied. Then, we can choose
R1 = β(y)
−1, X2 = −ik, Y¯1 = β(y).
so that B(y) = β(y)2. Then, the Dirac operator is
D =
ik
β
(
0 −1
1 0
)
∂x +
(
i 0
0 −i
)
∂y +
(
iβ′
2β + qA1 − V −kqβ A0 + ηkVˆ
kq
β A0 + ηkVˆ − iβ
′
2β − qA1 − V
)
.
Therefore, we have
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

qA0 =
1
2k (C3(x) − C2(x)),
qA1 =
1
2 (C1(y)− C4(y)− iβ′) ,
V = − 12β (C1(y) + C4(y))
Vˆ = 12kηβ (C2(x) + C3(x)).
(86)
Hence,
Proposition 8. In ”Polar” coordinates the vector potential Aµ separable in the scheme D5 is necessarily exact and
the force field Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ is equal to zero.
and, as for the Liouville coordinates, we have
Proposition 9. In ”Polar” coordinates, the scalar and pseudoscalar potentials are compatible with separation of
variables in the scheme D5 only if V 2 and Vˆ 2 are Sta¨ckel multipliers. That is, only if
d(e d(V 2)) = 0, d(e d(Vˆ 2)) = 0.
The computation of (75) gives the operator
η
[(
−∂2xx + 2iqA0∂x + iq∂xA0 + q2A20 − β2Vˆ 2
)
I+ iηβ∂xVˆ
(
1 0
0 −1
)]
ψ = νψ, (87)
and the remaining decoupling relations (76) become[(
β2∂2yy + 2β(β
′ − iqA1)∂y + 1
2
ββ′′ +
1
4
(β′)2 − q2A21 − iqβ∂yA1+
+β2V 2 + 2µβV + µ2
)
I+ iβ∂y(βV )
(
1 0
0 −1
)]
ψ = νψ. (88)
Again, the (87) determine a symmetry operator. We observe that the first-order terms in (87) and (88) disappear if
qA0 = 0, qA1 = −iβ′. (89)
With this choice, the decoupled equations become

−η
(
a′′1(x) + β(βVˆ
2 − iη∂xVˆ )
)
a1 = νa1(x),
−η
(
a′′2(x) + β(βVˆ
2 + iη∂xVˆ )
)
a2 = νa2(x),
β2b′′1 (y) +
((
β′
2
)2
+ iβ∂y(βV ) + (βV + µ)
2
)
b1(y) = νb1(y),
β2b′′2 (y) +
((
β′
2
)2
− iβ∂y(βV ) + (βV + µ)2
)
b2(y) = νb2(y).
(90)
The second-order operator is determined by the same decoupling relations as for the Liouville coordinates.
Proposition 10. In ”Polar” coordinates, the vector, scalar and pseudoscalar potentials are compatible with separation
of variables in the scheme D5 associated with a symmetry operator if and only if they are of the form (86).
The substitution of these conditions into the into the equations (48) in the case of ”polar” coordinates gives
Proposition 11. The second-order symmetry operator (87) associated with the separable ”Polar” coordinates is
determined by the following conditions
i) e is the canonical Killing tensor associated with the Polar coordinates (the same as for the Liouville coordinates):
e00 = −ηβ4, e10 = e01 = e11 = 0.
ii) α is zero,
iii) αµ is the zero vector,
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iv) ζ is the zero vector,
v) the function g′ is given, up to additive constants, by
g′ =
1
4
(
(C2(x) + C3(x))
2 + (β′)2
)
.
By choosing β = y, we get g00 = ηy
2, g11 = 1, and we are dealing with the true polar coordinates in Euclidean
or Minkowski plane. The scalar potential V = hy determines the Kepler-Coulomb system. In this case, our Dirac
equation with (89) and Vˆ = 0 yields the solution

ψ1 =
(
c5e
√
ν
k
x + c6e
−
√
ν
kˆ
x
)(
c1y
1
2
+w + c2y
1
2
−w
)
ψ2 =
(
ic5e
√
ν
k
x − ic6e−
√
ν
kˆ
x
)(
h+µ−iw√
ν
c1y
1
2
+w + h+µ+iw√
ν
c2y
1
2
−w
)
,
(91)
where w =
√
ν − (h+ µ)2.
By introducing the functions
Sκ(z) =


sin
√
κz√
κ
κ > 0
z κ = 0
sinh
√
|κ|z√
|κ| κ < 0
Cκ(z) =


cos
√
κz κ > 0
1 κ = 0
cosh
√
|κ|z κ < 0
, Tκ(z) =
Sκ(z)
Cκ(z)
,
the trigonometric and hyperbolic functions can be treated simultaneously. By setting β(y) = Sκ(y), the metric gii
defines the sphere S2, the Euclidean plane E2, the hyperbolic plane H2 for κ = 1, 0,−1 respectively and η = 1, while
the choice η = −1 gives the anti-de Sitter, the Minkowski and the de Sitter two-dimensional spaces for κ = 1, 0,−1
respectively. An example of a classical Hamiltonian on curved manifolds with associate Dirac equation which is
separable in ”polar” coordinates is
H =
1
2
(
ηp2x +
1
S2κ(y)
p2y
)
+ α1T
2
κ(y) + α2T
−1
κ (y),
representing (for η = 1) a curved Higgs oscillator (α2 = 0) or a curved Kepler-Coulomb system (α1 = 0) on S
2 or
H2 according to κ = 1 or κ = −1 respectively (see for example [8]). Here, the coordinates (x, y) are geodesic polar
coordinates. Obviously, a rescaling of the coordinates can put the metric tensor in Liouville form, so that H is also
separable in Liouville coordinates, yielding the same expression (85) for the solutions with Vˆ = V = 0 and (Aµ)
chosen according to (83). If we choose β = Sκ(y), then T
−1
κ = β
′/β. For V = T−1κ (y), the decoupling equations (90)
can be solved for b1, b2 in term of hypergeometric functions, while a1, a2 have the same form as in (91).
VIII. CONCLUSION
We give several necessary conditions for the separation in Liouville coordinates of the Dirac equation associated
with second-order symmetry operators in an invariant form: the existence of a Killing two-tensor e with a Killing
eigenvector, an exact vector potential, scalar and pseudoscalar potentials V and Vˆ satisfying d(e dV ) = d(e dV 2) =
0, d(e dVˆ 2) = 0. The correspondence between the second-order symmetry operator and the decoupling operator
generated by the separation of variables is made explicit.
Appendix A
Let us here collect identities which are used to expand the symmetry condition [K,D] = 0 to obtain the equations
(12). {
[Dµ, Dν ]ψ =
1
4R
ab
µνγabψ − iqFµνψ
[Dµ, Dν ]Dαψ =
1
4R
ab
µνγabDαψ − iqFµνDαψ −RλαµνDλψ
(92)
These are both proven by expanding the covariant derivatives by using (5) and recollecting the curvature tensors.
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We also have some Lemmas to expand the iterated covariant derivatives in the basis of symmetrized covariant
derivatives. 

DaDbψ = Dabψ +
1
8R
ef
abγefψ − iq2 Fabψ
DabDcψ = Dabcψ +
1
6∇(aRef b)cγefψ + 14γefD(aψRef b)c − 13Re(ab)cDeψ+
−iqFc(aDb)ψ − 2iq3 ∇(aFb)cψ
DcDabψ = Dabcψ − 112∇(aRef b)cγefψ − 14γefD(aψRef b)c + 23Re(ab)cDeψ+
−iqFc(aDb)ψ + iq3 ∇(aFb)cψ
(93)
Here Dabcψ = D(aDbDc)ψ denotes the symmetrized triple covariant derivative. These are proven by using commu-
tators of covariant derivatives written in terms of the curvature (See (92)).
Appendix B
We shall here collect useful formulae to manipulate products of Dirac matrices in dimension m = 2 in any signature
η. Hereafter η, by abuse of language, denotes also the determinant of ηab.
(γ)2 = −ηI γcγ = −γγc = ηǫcaγa γaγb = ηabI+ ǫabγ (94)
[γcd, γa] = 4ηa[dγc] (95)
[γcd, γab] = 2ηcbγad + 2ηacγdb − 2ηdbγac − 2ηdaγcb (96)
Appendix C
Le us review some identities about Killing vectors and tensors in dimension 2. Among other things they are used
to simplify equations (35).
Let us start by considering a vector ζa which satisfies an equation of the form
∇(aζb) = 12Λαβ (97)
for some symmetric tensor Λαβ . For Λαβ = 0 this reproduce the Killing equation.
One can easily prove that
2∇a∇bζc = R(ηacζb − ηabζc) +∇aΛbc −∇cΛab +∇bΛac (98)
From this, one obtains by contraction{
2∇a∇aζc = −Rζc + 2∇aΛac −∇cΛ ·aa
2∇a∇bζc = Rζb +∇bΛ ·aa
(99)
Let us now consider a symmetric tensor eab. By expanding the commutator ǫdc[∇a,∇d]eac one can show that
ǫdc∇a∇deac = ǫdc∇d∇aeac (100)
Let us now assume that eab is a Killing tensor. We have the following identities on second derivatives
ǫdc∇a∇deac = 0
∇b∇ceab −∇b∇beac = 2∇b∇ceab +∇b∇aecb
(101)
This last identity can be split into the symmetric and antisymmetric parts to obtain
∇b∇(cea)b −∇b∇beac = 3∇(c∇bea)b + 3R(eac − 12eb ·bηac)
∇b∇[cea]b = ∇[c∇bea]b
(102)
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Appendix D
We recall here the essentials of the geometric theory of the separation of variables for Hamilton-Jacobi, Helmholtz
and Schro¨dinger equations. The results exposed here can be found in [3, 4, 6] and references therein. Given a natural
Hamiltonian H = 12g
ijpipj + V (q
i) on a Riemannian or pseudo-Riemannian space of metric (gij) and orthogonal
coordinates (qi), the Hamilton-Jacobi equation associated with H has an additively separable solution in (qi) if and
only if the Levi-Civita equations hold
pipj
(
1
2
Sij(g
kk)p2k + Sij(V )
)
= 0, i 6= j,
where the so-called Sta¨ckel operator Sij is defined by
Sij(A) = g
iigjj∂ijA− gii∂igjj∂jA− gjj∂jgii∂iA = 0, i 6= j,
and no sum is made over repeated indices. This is equivalent to
Sij(g
kk) = 0, Sij(V ) = 0,
the last equation, sometimes called ”Bertrand-Darboux equation”, is equivalent to V = giiφi(q
i), where each φi(q
i) is
any function of qi only, V is then called a ”Sta¨ckel multiplier”. It is possible to prove [3] that Levi-Civita equations
are the integrability conditions of the Eisenhart equations
gjj∂iρj = (ρi − ρj)∂i ln gjj , i, j n.s.
where (ρi) are the pointwise distinct eigenvalues of a symmetric Killing two-tensor e, whose eigenvectors are orthogonal
to the coordinate hypersurfaces, and therefore eij = δijρig
ii. This establishes a correspondence between Killing two-
tensors with pointwise distinct eigenvalues and normal (i.e. surface-forming) eigenvectors and orthogonal coordinates
separating additively the integrals of the Hamilton Jacobi equation of H . A symmetric Killing 2-tensor e with distinct
eigenvalues and normal eigenvectors (or eigenforms) characterizes completely an orthogonal separable coordinate
system and is called ”characteristic”. This is true even when some of the eigenvalues of e are complex (and, since e
is real, exist in complex conjugate pairs) [19]. The introduction of a characteristic Killing tensor allows one to write
the equations Sij(V ) = 0 in the equivalent invariant form
d(e dV ) = 0,
where d is the exterior derivative.
The same characterization holds for the orthogonal coordinates separating multiplicatively the Helmholtz or
Schro¨dinger equations determined by the Laplacian of (gij) and by the scalar potential V [4]. In this case, the
separation of these equation is possible if and only if the corresponding Hamilton-Jacobi equation is additively sepa-
rable and the additional Robertson condition holds. It is possible to prove that the Robertson condition is equivalent
to the diagonalization of the Ricci tensor in the orthogonal coordinates separating the geodesic Hamilton-Jacobi equa-
tion [4]. It is easy to show that in two-dimensional Liouville coordinates and in the ”polar” coordinates considered in
the article the Ricci tensor is always diagonalized, then that the Robertson condition holds.
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